
From: Nygård, Kristina Kvamme 
Sent: Thursday, 5 November 2020, 8:17 
To: Bjørnar Myrseth <Bjornar.Myrseth@fiskeridir.no> 
Cc: Myklebust, Olav <olav.myklebust@mfa.no>; Havn, Anne <Anne.Havn@mfa.no>; Vikanes 
Ingrid <lngrid.Vikanes@nfd.dep.no> 
Subject: FW: Report on methodology and terminology - draft proposal 
 
 
In addition to the proposals that were sent by e-mail on 2 November, see three good comments from 
Ingrid Vikanes in the attached version. 
 
The comments are included in Sections 4.2, 4.3 and 7.5. The first two remarks concern the text "no 
tracks in zone" which is proposed to be changed to "no tracks" or "no tracks in area". The latest remark 
concerns the text "in the Fisheries Protection Zone" in a supplement from the Ministry of Foreign 
Affairs. The text is changed to "on the Norwegian continental shelf in the Fisheries Protection Zone". 
 
In addition, an adjustment has been made in Section 4.6 of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs' text, and 
in/on/over the continental shelf and of/in the Loop Hole (Translators note: the area is also known as 
Smutthullet. Smutthullet = Loop hole in Norwegian) has been corrected where the Ministry of Foreign 
Affairs has overlooked it. 
 
 
Best regards, 
Kristina Nygård 
senior adviser, Legal Department, Ministry of Foreign Affairs 

C-0250



From: Nygård, Kristina Kvamme  
Sent: torsdag 5. november 2020 08:17 
To: Bjørnar Myrseth <Bjornar.Myrseth@fiskeridir.no> 
Cc: Myklebust, Olav <olav.myklebust@mfa.no>; Havn, Anne <Anne.Havn@mfa.no>; Vikanes Ingrid 
<Ingrid.Vikanes@nfd.dep.no> 
Subject: FW: Rapport om metode og terminologi - utkast med forslag 
 
I tillegg til forslagene som ble sendt over ved e-post 2. november, se tre gode merknader fra Ingrid 
Vikanes i vedlagte versjon. 
 
Merknadene er lagt inn til pkt 4.2, 4.3 og 7.5. De to første merknadene gjelder teksten «no tracks in 
zone» som foreslås endret til «no tracks» eller «no tracks in area». Den siste merknaden gjelder 
teksten «in the Fisheries Protection Zone» i et tillegg fra UD. Teksten endres til «on the Norwegian 
continental shelf in the Fisheries Protection Zone”. 
 
I tillegg er det lagt inn en justering i pkt. 4.6 i UDs tekst, og in/on/over the continental shelf og of/in 
the Loop Hole er rettet opp der UD har oversett det. 
 
Hilsen 
Kristina Nygård 
seniorrådgiver, Rettsavdelingen, UD 
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1. Terms and abbreviations  
 
This report’s main purpose is to clarifyies for the terms and abbreviations used in the reports 

concerning snow crab activities of SIA North Star’s vessels «Saldus» YL2888, «Solveiga» YL2982, 

«Solvita» YL2843 and «Senator» YLAC. 

Thise report also includes a short summary of the findings for each of the vessels separately and 

jointly. and a summary of the four vessels in comparison. 

 

1.1 Abbreviations 
 

• AIS – Automatic Identification System – anti collisionanti-collision system within shipping. Vessels 

equipped with AIS are sending out and exchanging information about their identity, position, 

speed and course through radio signals.  

• CS – Call Sign – number identifying the sender of a radio message. 

• EEZ – Exclusive Economic Zone – Sea zone over which a state has special rights regarding the 

exploration and use of marine resources. The zone extends no more than 200 nautical miles out 

from its coastal baseline.  

• IMO - International Maritime Organization - is the United Nations specialized agency with 

responsibility for the safety and security of shipping and the prevention of marine and 

atmospheric pollution by ships. 

• IMO NUMBER – International Maritime Organization number - this number is a part of the 

International Maritime Organization’s identification system for vessels and it consist of seven 

numbers unique for the vessel.  

• KNOTS - 1 knot is 1,852 kilometers per hour. 

• MMSI – Maritime Mobility Service Identity – Code of nine numbers identifying the vessel 

whereas the first three numbers indicates which country the vessel is registered. 

• NEAFC – North East Atlantic Fisheries Commission - the Regional Fisheries Management 

Organisation (RFMO) for the North East Atlantic. The area covered by the NEAFC Convention 

stretches from the southern tip of Greenland, east to the Barents Sea, and south to Portugal. 

• NM – Nautical Mile – Maritime measuring for distance. One nautical mile equals to 1852 meters. 

• UTC – Universal time - Specification of time zone. One hour before Norwegian time during winter 

and two hours before Norwegian time during summer. 

 

1.2 Terms 
 

• Geometry - defined geographical area either officially recognized or created by us especially for 
the case. 

• Landingnotes - a landingnote is issued by the Norwegian Fishermen’s Sales Organization. 
Landingsnotes are issued in cases when sale of the catch do not occureoccur after landing, in this 
case catch of snow crab. 

• Map – in these reports we have used a polar maps are used. The polar projection is an azimuthal 
projection drawn to show Arctic and Antarctic areas. It is based on a plane perpendicular to the 
earth’s axis in contact with the North or South Pole. 

• Reefer – refrigerated cargo ship used for transport of frozen products.  

• Time – all AIS trackings are done in Central European time (Norwegian local time). 
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• Transshipment – when cargo (crab in this case) is moved from one vessel to another before 
transit to its final destination. 

• Voyage – a voyage starts when the vessels leaves port, sails up to the Loop Hole or to the 
Fisheries Protection Zone around Svalbard and ends when the vessels returns to port.  

 
 

1.3 Sources 
 

• AIS data from the Norwegian Coastal Administration 

• Landingnotes (in excel) received from the Norwegian Fishermen’s Sales Organization 

• Inspections of the vessels received from the Norwegian Coast Guard. 

• Norwegian Directorate of Fisheries, databases 

• Lloyd’s List Intelligence 

• Marine Traffic (vessel photos) 

• NEAFC port state control scheme 

 

2. The content of the orderrequest 
 
The Latvian company SIA North Star has filed for an arbitration case against Norway forat 
the ICSID International Centre of Settlement of Investment Disputes (ICSID International Centre of 
Settlement of Investment Disputes) based on a bilateral investment agreement between Latvia and 
Norway.  
 
In this regard, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs have orderedrequested an analysis of snow crab 
harvesting activities in the Barents Sea based on AIS tracking data for SIA North Star the vessels: 
«Saldus» YL2888, «Solveiga» YL2982, «Solvita» YL2843 and «Senator» YLAC and their activity 
concerning snow crab catching in the Loop Hole in the Barents Sea.  
 
The analysis shall also includes the quantity of snow crab the vessels have caught and the time the 
vessels have spent respectively iovern the Norwegian and ionver the Russian Continental Shelves ofin 
the Loop Hole with speed less than 6 knots.  
 
The request was addressed to the Section of Analysis in Vardø, Norway, which is a joint unit of The 
Norwegian Directorate of Fisheries and the Norwegian Coastal Administration aimed at analyzing 
available information on movement and activities of vessels and at revealing illegal fisheries and 
transport of goods . 
 

3. Method used in the reports 
 
The section of analysis in Vardø were asked to do an analysis based on AIS-tracking for the four 

vessels «Saldus» YL2888, «Solveiga» YL2982, «Solvita» YL2843 and «Senator» YLAC, belonging to the 

Latvian company SIA North Star. 

Methodically, the Section of Analysis we decided to make one report for each of the four vessels 

listed above. Three of the executive officers atin the sSection of aAnalysis have been writingworking 

on making the reports regardingfor the vessels.  
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Executive officer 2002 has had the leading responsibility for the reports concerning the vessels 

«Saldus» YL2888, «Solveiga» YL2982 and «Senator» YLAC. 

Executive officer 2007 has had the leading responsibility for the report concerning the vessel 

«Solvita» YL2843. 

Executive officer 2001 has been helping out wherever needed.  

 

3.1 The vessels 
The vessels «Saldus» YL2888, «Solveiga» YL2982, «Solvita» YL2843 and «Senator» YLAC are the 

objects forof the reports. 

 
Figure 1 "Saldus" 

 

“Saldus”, IMO 8423155, MMSI 275460000 and callsigncall sign YL2888. 
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Figure 2 "Solveiga" 

 

“Solveiga”, IMO 8520173, MMSI 273377520 and callsigncall sign YL2982 

Figure 3 "Solvita" 

 

“Solvita”, IMO 8721765, MMSI 275444000 and callsigncall sign YL2843. 
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Figure 4 "Senator" 

 

“Senator”, IMO 6812986, MMSI 275171000 and callsigncall sign YLAC. 

 

3.2 Geographical areas for the reports 
 
Figure 5 The geographical areas for the reports  
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The geometries (areas of jurisdiction) covered in the reports are: the Norwegian Exclusive Economic 

Zone, the Fisheries Protection Zone around Svalbard and the Loop Hole in the Barents Sea. 

Figure 6 The Loop Hole 

 

The Loop Hole in the Barents Sea. This area is the area of the Barents Sea Sea that lies beyond the 

200 nautical miles from the baselines of Norway and the Russian Federation respectively. The water 

column is thus beyond national jurisdiction. The sea floor, however, is continental shelf under the 

national jurisdiction of Norway and the Russian Federation respectively. Norway and the Russian 

Federation agreed the delimitation of the continental shelf in a treaty of 2010 and the Norwegian 

and the Russian EEZs. The Loop Hole is delimited into the Norwegian Continental Shelf and the 

Russian Continental Shelf. Around Approximately 90 % of the Continental Shelf in the Loop Hole is 

under Russian jurisdiction.  

 

3.3 Shades of blue in the map 
There are two different shades of blue color in the polar map used. The slightly darker blue color on 

the left side of the map covers the Norwegian Exclusive Economic Zone, the Fisheries Protection 

Zone around Svalbard and the part of the Loop Hole consisting of the Norwegian Continental Shelf.  

The slightly lighter blue color on the right side of the map covers the Russian Exclusive Economic 

Zone and the part of the Loop Hole consisting of the Russian Continental Shelf.  

The two different shades of blue divides the Norwegian Continental Shelf and the Russian 

Continental Shelf. The shade of blue on the left side of the map illustrates the Norwegian Continental 

Shelf and the shade of blue to the right in the map illustrates the Russian Continental Shelf. 

 

3.4 Voyages 
The vessels’ landingnotes received from the Norwegian Fishermen’s Sales Organization were used as 

starting points in order to establishguidelines for us to find out when and from which port the 
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voyages started, from which port the voyages started, as well as when and in which port the voyages 

ended and in which port. 

Most All of the voyages, with the exception from of one, all went to the Loop Hole in the Barents Sea. 

The one voyage that did not go to the Loop Hole was “Senator’s” ‘s voyage to the Fisheries 

Protection Zone around Svalbard in January 2017.  

Figure 7 Example of a voyage to the Loop Hole 

 

The screen shot in the map above gives an example of one of the voyages to the Loop Hole. On this 

voyage “Senator” left Båtsfjord port on 9 February 2016 for the Loop Hole and returned to Båtsfjord 

Port on 3 March 2016. This is also an example of a voyage starting and ending in the same port. 

Figure 8 The voyage to the Fisheries Protection Zone around Svalbard  

 

The screen shot in the map above shows “Senator” ‘s voyage to the Fisheries Protection Zone around 

Svalbard. “Senator” left Båtsfjord port on 14 January 2017 for the Fisheries Protection Zone around 
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Svalbard and returned to Kirkenes Port on 18 January 2017. This voyage is an example of a voyage 

starting from one port and ending in another port. As mentioned above, this is the only voyage with 

the Fisheries Protections Zone around Svalbard as its destination. 

 

3.5 Tracking of the voyages  
Each voyage the vessels have had to the Loop Hole or the Fisheries Protection Zone around Svalbard 

are documented by screen shots in the reports. Each voyage is normally shown in two screen shots. 

The first screen shot is an overviewing shot of the entire voyage, from the vessel left port to the 

vessel was back in port. The screen shot is shown in a polar map.  

Figure 9 Example of an overviewing screen shot for one voyage 

 

The screen shot in the map above is an example of an overviewing shot for one of the voyages. The 

example shows «Saldus» ‘s voyage leaving Kirkenes port 23 May 2015 and returning to Båtsfjord port 

4 June 2015. The departure and arrival information is given in the pop ups included. As seen, the AIS 

tracking is given in different colors. The meaning of the different colors will be explained in the text 

below.  
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Figure 10 Overviewing screen shot as shown in the reports 

 

The screen shot above is what the overviewing screen shot actually looks like in the reports. In this 

shot we have included a small map of the reference area in the box in the upper right corner. The 

reference area stretches from Greenland to the Kara Sea.  

The box included in the upper left corner gives the color coding of the AIS tracking. These colors 

indicate the speed the vessel has had and where.  

The red square in the upper middle gives the reference area for the next screen shot included in the 

report. This red square focuses on the catching activity the vessel has had, or the possible catching 

activity the vessel might have had in the area marked. 
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The second screen shot for the voyage shows the vessel movements in the catching operation, or the 

possible catching operation the vessel has had. This screen shot is also shown in a polar map.  

Figure 11 Example of vessel movements in the Russian shelf of the Loop Hole 

 

The screen shot in the map above is an example of one of “Saldus’” ‘s catching operations onin the 

Russian shelf inof the Loop Hole. Information about the times and dates for when “Saldus” was 

speeding 6 knots and less in the area is given in the pop ups. Since most of the catching activity for 

the vessels found took place inon the Russian shelf of the Loop Hole, it was considered we found it 

sufficient to show the voyage in two screen shots for most of the voyages. 

On some voyages the speed and maneuvers of the vessel could indicatealso had catching operations, 

or possible catching operations, onin the Norwegian shelf of the Loop Hole. For these voyages the 

reports also include a screen shot of the vessel’s movements overin the Norwegian shelf inof the 

Loop Hole. On voyages where the vessel had fishing operations, or possible fishing operations on in 

both the Russian Shelf of the Loop Hole and in the Norwegian Shelf of the Loop Hole, the report will 

contain three screen shots of the voyage.  

Figure 12 Example of vessel movements in the Norwegian shelf of the Loop Hole 

 

The screen shot in the map above is an example of one of “Saldus’” ‘s catching operations, or 

possible catching operations oin the Norwegian shelf inof the Loop Hole. Also in this screen shot, pop 
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ups are included to give information about the times and dates for when “Saldus” was speeding 6 

knots and less in the area.  

 

3.6 Pop up in the screen shots  
There is certain information available for each AIS-position registered for the vessel. CertainThe 

information for the AIS-positions are singled out and information on speed etc is givenwe want to 

know more about can be visible by showing it in separate highlighted pop ups in the tracking image. 

A pop up with information for one of “Solveiga” ‘s AIS-position is included in the tracking image 

below. This AIS-position is registered inover the Russian Shelf ofin the Loop Hole.  

Figure 13 Example of a pop up 

 

The information in this pop tells us that this AIS position belongs to the vessel “Solveiga”. “Solveiga” 

has MMSI number 275461000. The information concerning the vessel’s name and MMSI number is 

information in which identifiesy the vessel. 

The following next information in the pop up establishes says something about the position forof the 

vessel at the time of the registration for the AIS position. In this case, the position is given in decimal 

degrees. 

“Meldingstid”, or the time for the registration of the AIS position, establishes says something about 

when the AIS position was registered, the date and time. In this specific case, the AIS position was 

registered 27 April 2015 attime 21:30:06 +02:00. The time “+02:00” indicates that the time is given in 

Central European time (Norwegian time), 2 hours before UTC time. 

“Hastighet”, or the speed “Solveiga” had at the time for of the registration of the AIS-position was 

10,9 knots.  

SOLVEIGA ,o 
MMSI: llS!!fil.QQQ 
Posisjon: N74.450310°, E37.827630° 
Meldingstid: 27.04.2015 21 :30:06 +02:00 
Hastighet: 10.9 knop 
Fartsretning: 26.5 
Status: G.3r med motor 
Kilde: AISSat_2 
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Loophole Russian 
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“Fartsretning”,or the direction of speed, provides the direction of gives information about the 

vessels heading at the time when the AIS position was registered. In this case, “Solveiga” sailed 

northeast.  

Status as described above gives information of thatshows that “Solveiga” was underway using engine 

at the time of the registration of the AIS-position. 

“Kilde”, or source, shows which AIS satellite (AISSat_2) received gives information of that this AIS-

position was registered by an AIS satellite receiverthe information. 

 

3.7 Speed less than 6 knots 
Vessels [usually] cannot conduct snow crab catching activities at speeds higher than 6 knots. Based 

on the time the vessels have had speed of 6 knots and less in the Loop Hole, we have estimated the 

time the vessels have been doing catching operations, or possible catching operations in the area. 

Speed of 6 knots and higher does not allow any kind of fishing operations to have taken place. The 

speed is simply too high.  

The vessel can on the same voyage have been iover both the Norwegian and Russian n both sides of 

the shelves in the Loop Hole, as well as over the Russian and the Norwegian Shelf outside the Loop 

Hole. In those cases we have estimated the times the vessel has had inover each shelf with speed 6 

knots and less have been calculated. 

The times the vessel have had speed 6 knots and less is calculated from the first AIS position the 

vessel has had in the area with speed 6 knots and less to the last AIS position the vessel has had in 

the same area with speed 6 knots and less. If the vessel has moved with speed higher than 6 knots in 

the area in between sessions of catching operation (speed less than 6 knots) the entire period is 

calculated as the total time of catching operations. The total time of catching operations will 

therefore in some cases also include some speed higher than 6 knots.  

-- -

- - _____ ---
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Figure 14 Catching operation speed <6 knots and > 6 knots. 

 

The screen shot above shows “Saldus’” ‘s catching operation onin the Russian Shelf inof the Loop 

Hole in the period from 10 May 2015 time 09:22 until 20 May 2015 time 09:22. The pop ups include 

information about the first AIS position “Saldus” had in the area with speed 6 knots and less and 

information about the last AIS position “Saldus” had in the same area with speed 6 knots and less.  

The color of the track indicates that “Saldus” also has had speed higher than 6 knots during this 

catching operation. During the catching operation “Saldus” had movements with speed both <6 

knots and > 6 knots. This is likely to be transit between locations. 
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3.7.1 Speed less than 6 knots during transit 
On some voyages the tracking of the vessel shows that the vessel has moved with speed < 6 knots 

during transit to or from catching areas. This may be due to weather conditions, technical conditions 

or other conditions on board the vessel.  

In cases where the vessel’s tracking shows speed <6 knots inover the Norwegian continental shelf 

ofin the Loop Hole, these positions will be shown in separate screen shots in the report. In the cases 

where the vessel has been moving at low speed in the Norwegian EEZ, this will not be shown in the 

reports as no catching of snow crab in this zone has been reported. 

Figure 15 Transit speed< 6 knots 

 

The example in the screen shot in the map above shows that “Saldus” had one AIS- position <6 knots 

in the Norwegian EEZ. “Saldus” ‘s next AIS-position was registered overin the Russian continental 

shelf inof the Loop Hole. The green color of the tracking may seem to indicate also show that 

“Saldus” was having a transit through the Norwegian shelf of the Loop Hole with speed less than 6 

knots, but the reason for this is that it is the speed at the registration time which decides the color of 

the line (here green) until the next . AIS registration. 

The time and distance between the two AIS positionregistrations in the Norwegian EEZ and the AIS 

position in over the Russian continental shelf shown above of the Loop Hole indicate that “Saldus” 

had an average speed of 10 knots between those points. on this voyage must have moved with a 

speed of 10 knots between the two AIS positions. The speed of 10 knots is shown in the purple 

rectangle in the lowermost pop up and the red dotted circle round the green tracking shows the 

theoretical area “Saldus” may have moved in during this period. 

If “Saldus” should have moved with speed less than 6 knots, as the color of the tracking indicates, the 

vessel would not have made it to the next AIS in time for registration of that position. In this case, the 

color of the track is misleading regarding its color. The color of the tracking is green just because of 

the time and distance in between the two AIS position and because the AIS position before entering 

the Norwegian shelf of the Loop Hole was registered with speed less than 6 knots. 
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3.8 Enter and exit 
In the reports we use the terms “enter” and “leave” the area for vessels going in or out of the given 

area. The term leave is used instead of the term exit. 

The time for the vessel’s entrance in the area is based on the first registered AIS position for the 

vessel in the specific area. The time for the vessel’s exit of the area is based on the first registered AIS 

position the vessel has outside of the specific area.  

On some voyages, there can be some time in between the registered AIS-positions for the vessel. The 

result of that can be that the first AIS position the vessel has in the specific area might be registered 

while the vessel is quite far into the area. The first AIS position for the vessel after its departure from 

the area might also not be registered until quite long after the vessel has left the area. The 

registration of the vessels AIS positions can therefore cause the time the vessel has had in the area to 

be calculated not so correctly as preferred.  

The issue with AIS position registered far apart in time is especially visible for voyages where the 

vessel has had a transit through the area, as shown in the example below: 

 

Figure 16 Enter and exit area 

 

The screen shot in the map above shows the first AIS- position for “Saldus” on 3 June 2015 time 

21:45 inover the Norwegian Continental Shelf in the Loop Hole, southbound. This AIS position is 

registered some time after “Saldus” entered the area. The first AIS-position for “Saldus” after the 

vessel left the Norwegian shelf of the Loop Hole is registered on 4 June 2015 time 04:09 in the 

Norwegian EEZ. This AIS position is registered some time after the vessel left the area. For this 

voyage, the time “Saldus” has been inover the Norwegian Continental Shelf in the Loop Hole will not 

be entirely correct due to the registration apart in time for the AIS positions. 
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4. Explaining the tables used 
In the reports we have used tables to sum up the voyage information at the end of each voyage. 

There is one table for each of the vessel’s voyages. The tables used are all the same, the sections of 

the vessel’s presence in the Loop Hole will however vary as the vessels have had different numbers 

of entrances and exits to the shelves in the Russian and Norwegian part of the Loop Hole. 

 

4.1 The start and end of the voyage 
 
Figure 17 Start and end of the voyage 

 

The first section of the table gives information about the port of departure and the date of 

departure, as well as the port of arrival and the date of arrival. 

The format is DD-MM-YYYY. 

 

4.2 Information about the Norwegian shelf, northbound 
 

Figure 18 Norwegian Continental Shelf, northbound 

 

The second section of the table gives information about the date and time for when the vessel 

entered the Norwegian shelf ofin the Loop Hole, northbound. It also gives information about the 

date and time for the vessel’s exit. Then, the time given in days, hours and minutes the vessel has 

had inover the Norwegian Continental Shelf in the Loop Hole is shown. On this voyage the vessel has 

been inover the Russian shelf ofin the Loop Hole for 1 day, 3 hours and 30 minutes. 

This section also gives information about the date and time the vessel had speed < 6 knots inover the 

Norwegian Continental Shelf ofin the Loop Hole. The period the vessel has had with speed less than 6 

knots also appears in days, hours and minutes. On this voyage the vessel has had speed less than 6 

knots in the area for a total of 17 hours and 38 minutes.  

If the vessel has no AIS tracking inover the Norwegian shelf ofin the Loop Hole northbound, the text 

NO TRACKS IN ZONE will appear in this section. If the vessel has tracks inover the zonearea, but no 

registered AIS positions here, the text NO AIS-POSITIONS will appear.  
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4.3 Information about the Russian shelf, northbound 
 

Figure 19 Russian Continental Shelf, northbound 

 

The third section of the table gives information about the date and time for when the vessel entered 

the Russian shelf inof the Loop Hole, northbound. It also gives information about the date and time 

for the vessel’s exit. Then, the time given in days, hours and minutes the vessel has had inover the 

Russian Continental Shelf in the Loop Hole is shown. On this voyage the vessel has been overin the 

Russian shelf inof the Loop Hole for 1 day, 22 hours and 40 minutes. 

This section also gives information about the date and time the vessel had speed < 6 knots inover the 

Russian continental shelf ofin the Loop Hole. The period the vessel has had with speed less than 6 

knots also appears in days, hours and minutes. On this voyage the vessel has had speed less than 6 

knots in the area for a total of 1 day, 3 hours and 27 minutes. 

If the vessel has no AIS tracking inover the Russian shelf ofin the Loop Hole northbound, the text NO 

TRACKS IN ZONE will appear in this section. If the vessel has tracks in the areazone, but no registered 

AIS positions here, the text NO AIS-POSITIONS will appear. 

 

4.4 Information about the Norwegian shelf, southbound 
 

Figure 20 Norwegian Continental Shelf, southbound 

 

The fourth section of the table gives information about the date and time for when the vessel 

entered the Norwegian shelf ofin the Loop Hole, southbound. This is normally when the vessel 

returns from catching operations inon the Russian shelf ofin the Loop Hole, going back to port.  

This section has the same kind of information as section 2 and section 3. See these sections for 

further information and explanation. 
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4.5 Periods <6 knots in the areas 
 

Figure 21 Periods <6 knots in the areas 

 

The fifth section of the table gives information about the number of hours the vessel has had speed 

< 6 knots inover the Norwegian Continental Shelf ofin the Loop Hole and inover the Russian 

Continental Shelf ofin the Loop Hole. The periods of speed < 6 knots are also compatible with 

catching operations the vessel has had, or possible catching operations the vessel has had in the 

area. 

The last two rows give information about the percentage of the total time the vessel has had inover 

the Russian Continental Shelf ofin the Loop Hole and inover the Norwegian Continental Shelf ofin the 

Loop Hole. 

 

4.6 Landing information  
The owner or user of a harvesting or transport vessel and the one that receives the catch shall 

complete a landing note with information on the catch. This applies regardless of whether the catch 

is transferred to a land-based facility, and to another vessel or to storage in the sea. 

Figure 22 Landing information 

 

The sixth section of the table gives information about how many kilos of snow crab in live weight the 

vessel landed on this voyage. It also gives information about the receiver of the crab. The landing-

note is identified with a unique number and the date is given for when the landingnote from the 

Norwegian Fishermen’s Sales Organization was issued. 
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5. Automatic Identification System (AIS) 

 

5.1 AIS requirements for vessels 
AIS is required for all vessels gross tonnage 300 and more. This requirement comes from IMO and is 

given regardless of the classification or the nationality of the vessel or where the vessel is sailing. 

«Saldus» YL2888, «Solveiga» YL2982, «Solvita» YL2843 and «Senator» YLAC all have gross tonnages 

overmore than 300, in which requires them to have an AIS antenna installed and turned on at all 

times while the vessel is underway and while it is doing fishing operations. 

 

5.2 AIS coverage 
To be able to download the AIS signals vessels are sending out, a receiver of the AIS-signals is 
needed. The Norwegian Coastal Administration has established several base stations along the 
Norwegian coastline in order to receive AIS signals. The coverage area for the land based AIS 
receivers are limited to reach 40 to 50 nautical miles off the coastline.  

 
Figure 23 Base stations for receiving AIS signals in Northern Norway and the Bear Island 

 

The screen shot in the map above shows the landbased AIS- receivers in Northern Norway and on the 
Bear Island. The landbased base stations do not have long enough reach to collect AIS signals from 
the Loop Hole.  
 
The Norwegian Coastal Administration has since 2010 had access to AIS signals received by satellites. 
AIS signals beyond 40 to 50 nautical miles off the coast are being picked up by AIS satellites. This 
means that all AIS positions the vessels «Saldus» YL2888, «Solveiga» YL2982, «Solvita» YL2843 and 
«Senator» YLAC have in the Loop Hole or in the Fisheries Protection Zone around Svalbard have been 
downloaded from AIS satellites.  
 

·.... ,..._, 
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7. Summary all vessels 
 

7.1 “Saldus” 
 
Figure 24 "Saldus" 

 

“Saldus” arrived in Norway and Båtsfjord port on 27 March 2015. From 8 April 2015 until 

3 September 2016 “Saldus” was catching snow crab (Chionoecetes opilio) in the Loop Hole in the 

Barents Sea. All together “Saldus” is listed with 22 landing notes for snow crab. We have tracked 

“Saldus” to have 22 voyages where the vessel was catching snow crab. For one of the voyages the AIS 

tracking shows possible catching activity for “Saldus” onin the Norwegian Shelf ofin the Loop Hole. 

For the rest of the voyages the tracking shows that the catching of snow crab tookhas found place 

inon the Russian Shelf inof the Loop Hole. 

A total of 653 897 kilos snow crab was landed live in the ports of Båtsfjord and Vardø. 1 535 kilos of 

the total amount of live snow crab may can relate to thecome from possible catching activity onin 

the Norwegian Shelf inof the Loop Hole. 

After ending snow crab catching in the Loop Hole “Saldus” was in the period from August 2018 to 

March 2019 catching prawns (Pandalus Borelias) in the Loop Hole and in the Norwegian Shelf. The 

catches of prawns were delivered live in Båtsfjord port. 

“Saldus” has also had a voyage to Archangelsk in Russia lasting from September 2019 until January 

2020. The rest of the time has “Saldus” been laid up in Båtsfjord Port, where the vessel is still laid up. 

“Saldus” has been inspected by Norwegian authorities four times.  
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Det hadde kanskje også vært nyttig å presisere under hvert 
fartøy at de ikke har fangstet i firskevernsonen ved Svalbard 
- bortsett fra for den ene turen til Senator. 

L__ 
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7.2 “Solveiga” 
 
Figure 25 "Solveiga" 

 

“Solveiga” arrived in Norway and Båtsfjord port on 20 March 2015. From 31 March 2015 until 

5 September 2016 “Solveiga” was catching snow crab (Chionoecetes opilio) in the Loop Hole in the 

Barents Sea. All together “Solveiga” is listed with 34 landingnotes for snow crab. We have tracked 

“Solveiga” to have 31 voyages where the vessel was catching snow crab. «Solveiga» had no voyages 

with possible catching activity onin the Norwegian Shelf inof the Loop Hole. 

«Solveiga» was catching a total of 1 388 075 kilo live snow crab in the Loop Hole and the crab was 

landed live in the ports of Båtsfjord, Vardø and Kjøllefjord. All the snow crab was caught oin the 

Russian shelf ofin the Loop Hole. 

“Solveiga” had two more voyages to the Loop Hole after ending snow crab catching on September 5th 

2016. “Solveiga” had no catch on these two voyages. The rest of the time until December 5th 2017, 

“Solveiga” was laid up in Båtsfjord port. Under Russian flag, «Solveiga» sailed to South Korea with 

arrival at the end of January 2018. Since February 2018 “Solveiga” has been operating in the Bering 

Sea and the Okhotsk Sea. 

“Solveiga” has not been inspected by Norwegian authorities. 

 

Commented [UD19]: Har vi noen infomasjon om hva 
fartøyet gjorde? 
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7.3 “Solvita” 
 
Figure 26 "Solvita" 

 

“Solvita” arrived in Norway and Båtsfjord port on 17 January 2014. From 26 July 2014 until 

9 September 2016 “Solvita” was catching snow crab (Chionoecetes opilio) in the Loop Hole in the 

Barents Sea. All together “Solvita” is listed with 39 landingnotes for snow crab. We have tracked 

“Solvita” to have 39 voyages where the vessel was catching snow crab. «Solvita» had no voyages 

with possible catching activity inon the Norwegian Shelf ofin the Loop Hole. 
Commented [UD20]: Kan det legges inn omtale av dette 
fartøyet på samme mot som for øvrige fartøyene? Dvs få 
frem at fangsten var på russisk sokkel og gjerne skrive hva 
fartøyet gjør nå. 
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7.4 “Senator” 
 
Figure 27 "Senator" 

 

“Senator” arrived in Norway and Båtsfjord port on 19 May 2015. From 20 May 2015 until 

8 September 2016 “Senator” was catching snow crab (Chionoecetes opilio) in the Loop Hole in the 

Barents Sea. All together “Senator” had ten landings and five transshipments of snow crab. The 

transshipments were to the reefers «Nikolay Kasatkin» UEFY and «Nadir» UEVR. The landings found 

place in Båtsfjord port. We have tracked “Senator” to have 10 voyages where the vessel was catching 

snow crab. “Senator” had one voyage with possible catching activity oin the Norwegian Shelf ofin the 

Loop Hole. 

«Senator» was catching a total of 1 956 214 kilos snow crab in the Loop Hole. The crab was landed or 

transshipped frozen in clusters. 2 520 kilos of the total amount of the snow crab can relate to 

possible catching activity inon the Norwegian Shelf ofin the Loop Hole. The rest of the snow crab was 

caught inon the Russian shelf ofin the Loop Hole.  

After ending snow crab catching in September 2016, “Senator” had one voyage to the Loop Hole in 

October 2016. No catch of any kind on was landed after that voyage. Between 14 January and 

18 January «Senator» had one voyage to the Fisheries Protection Zone around Svalbard. During this 

voyage «Senator» was arrested by «KV Svalbard» and escorted to Kirkenes port. «Senator» was laid 

up in Kirkenes port until 24 March 2017.  

With the exception of the voyage to the Loop Hole in October 2016 and the voyage to the Fisheries 

Protection Zone around Svalbard in January in 2017 with the following lay up in Kirkenes port, 

“Senator” has since the ending of the catching of snow crab in the Loop Hole been laid up in 

Båtsfjord port. “Senator” is still laid up in Båtsfjord port.  

 “Senator” has been inspected by Norwegian authorities five times. 

 

Commented [UD21]: Hva er flaggstat og rederi for disse 
fartøyene? 

Commented [UD22]: Er oppbringelsen i 2016 knyttet til 
dette toktet? 

Commented [UD23]: Er dette den fangsten som fartøyet 
ble arrestert for i 2016? 
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7.5 Summary all vessels in comparison 
 

Catch of snow crab: 

“Saldus”: A total of 653 897 kilos snow crab was landed live in the ports of Båtsfjord and Vardø.  

1 535 kilos of the total amount of live snow crab can relate to the possible catching activity in the 

Norwegian Shelf of the Loop Hole. The rest of the catch was caught inon the Russian shelf ofin the 

Loop Hole. 

«Solveiga»: A total of 1 388 075 kilos live snow crab was landed live in the ports of Båtsfjord, Vardø 

and Kjøllefjord. All the snow crab was caught inon the Russian shelf ofin the Loop Hole.  

“Solvita”: 

“Senator”: A total of 1 956 214 kilos snow crab was landed in Båtsfjord port or transshipped to the 

reefers «Nikolay Kasatkin» UEFY and «Nadir» UEVR. All catch of snow crab was landed or 

transshipped frozen in clusters. 2 520 kilos of the total amount of snow crab can relate to the 

possible catching activity in the Norwegian Shelf of the Loop Hole. The rest of the catch (1 953 694 

kilos) was caught oin the Russian Continental Shelf shelf ofin the Loop Hole. 

All four vessels: The four vessels have in total caught 5 355 982 kilos snow crab in live weight in the 

Loop Hole. Of this amount we have estimated that 3 870 kilos of the snow carb in live weight can 

have been caught onin the Norwegian Shelf inof the Loop Hole. 

 

Snow crab condition: 

“Senator” was the only vessel landing and transshipping frozen snow crab. The other three vessels 

landed live snow crab in ports in Finnmark. 

“Senator” is the only vessel with a voyage to the Fisheries Protection Zone around Svalbard. The rest 

of the voyages for all the vessels went to the Loop Hole.  

 

Inspections: 

Of the four vessels, “Saldus” and “Senator” have been inspected by Norwegian authorities. “Saldus” 

has been inspected four times, while “Senator” has been inspected five times. There were no 

remarks to the inspections of “Saldus” while “Senator” has been sentenced in court.  

“Senator” was arrested twice for illegally catching snow crab on the Norwegianay’s continental shelf. 

The first time, on 17 January 2016 after inspection in the port of Båtsfjord, due to illegally catching 

snow crab on the Norwegianay’s continental shelf in the Loop Hole. The fines were accepted and 

paid by the captain and by SIA North Star. The second time, on 16 September 2017, for illegally 

catching snow crab in the Fisheries Protection Zone. The captain and SIA North Star was later 

sentenced. 

 

Commented [UD24]: Hvis vi tar totalsummen angitt under 
og trekker fra angitte landinger for de tre andre, kommer vi 
til totalt 1.357.796 for Solvita. 

Commented [UD25]: Hvordan går dette opp med tallene 
oppgitt for Senator og Saldus over (2 520+1 535= 4 055) 
 
Hva blir prosentandelen som er fangstet på russisk side? 
 
Når det står «live weight» omfatter dette da også det som er 
levert til omlasting, dersom a) Reefer leverer til Norge, og b) 
Reefer leverer direkte til utlandet? 

Commented [UD26]: Kan det sies noe om forholdet 
mellom «live weight» opp mot «frozen» som nevnt over? 

Commented [UD27]: Det bør her fremgå hvor mange av 
disse inspeksjonene som er ute på feltet, og hvor mange som 
er havnestatskontroller. 

Commented [VI28]: Her bør det kanskje stå "on the 
Norwegian continental shelf in the Fisheries Protection 
Zone"? 
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Final comment 
 

Attachments 
PSC 1 and PSC 2  

All AIS-positions 
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